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Senate Bill 12-004 was deemed lost, but would have created a procurement preference directing state agencies to grant a one percent preference to bidders for contracts expected to be more than $1 million (amended to $250,000.00). The bill was perhaps the first step on a long road of persuading "Buy or Made in the USA," but in the case of SB 004, provision was for only the final design or assembly of a product had to occur in the United States to meet the requirements. The additional escape clause was that verification of a bidder's eligibility would have occurred only during the contracting process rather than throughout the term of the contract.
Senate Bill 12-020 was signed by the Governor on May 29th. Referred to as the "Good Samaritan Bill," SB 020 provides protection and "immunity from certain criminal offenses when a person (the reporter) reports in good faith, an emergency drug or alcohol overdose event. The bill extended to the reporter of the incident, up to two individuals acting in concert with the reporter and the individual suffering the overdose; the reporter must "remain at the scene of the event until law enforcement or emergemcy medical personnel arrive; must also identify themselves to and co-operate with the law enforcement officer or emergency medical response." 
House Bill 12-1140 was signed by the Governor on May 11th, and concerns suicide prevention programs throughout the state when a minor who has atempted suicide is treated. The bill also requires the treating hospital to "educate and provide oral and written information to parents, relatives and other persons to whom the minor is released, prior to the minor's release. Education means providing information on warning signs of depression, risk factors of suicide, methods of preventing suicide, available suicide prevention resources and other information concerning suicide awareness and prevention." 
Senate Bill 12-038 was signed by the Governor on June 16th, and is meant to "protect consumers who engage a roofing contractor to perform roofing services on residential property," provided consumers pay attention and follow the law. SB 038 applies to contracts entered into by private parties, not departments of state government.
House Bill 12-1309 was deemed lost. The bill "languished" till late in the sesson, and would have required that all employers participate in the federal electronic verification programs for purposes of verifying the work eligibility status of new employees hired by an employer. Failure to do so would have resulted in fines, with third offenses subjecting an employer to a six-month suspension of a business license.
Senate Bill 12-105 was postponed indefinitely on May 8th. The bill would have created a judicial process for individuals seeking relief from collateral consequences of a criminal conviction. Collateral consequences were defined in the bill as penalties, disabilities or disadvantages imposed on an individual as a result of a criminal conviction that applies by operation of law whether or not the penalties, disabilities or disadvantages were included in the judgment or sentence. Certain convictions would have rendered individuals ineligible to apply for a certificate of rehabilitation--two or more felonies, felony conviction that resulted in permanent disability or serious bodily injury of another, felony assault conviction involving domestic violence, or designation as an habitual offender. SB 105 contains provision for individuals to petition the court to seal conviction records except basic identifying information pertaining to petty offenses or municipal violations provided the individual had no charge or conviction for a criminal offense in the previous three years.
The reader’s comments or questions are always welcome.  E-mail me at doris@dorisbeaver.com.
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